
 

9.6 
 
 
At the 2009 ALA Annual Conference, upon recommendation by the Policy Monitoring 
Committee, the ALA Council voted to DELETE ALA Policy 9.6 Racist Institutions: Opposition to 
Support of, which read: 
 

9.6 Racist Institutions: Opposition to Support of 
 

Public, academic, or school libraries which provide services or materials to racist institutions 
conceived for the purpose of circumventing desegregation of public schools may be censured by 
the American Library Association under procedures to be developed and approved by Council. 

 

NOTE TO READER:   The following text was taken from the 2009 Annual Conference Policy 
Monitoring Committee Report to the ALA Council on the above recommendation to delete 9.6 Racist 
Institutions: Opposition to Support of from the ALA Policy Manual: 

“There are a number of peculiar things about this policy, including:  The policy is very 
narrowly drawn. Having a policy that permits censure in this one very specific instance 
implies that censure is never possible unless a policy is written to permit it in the particular 
circumstances being considered.   

Even though in 2006 PMC requested Councilors and others interested to comment, no 
comments were ever received.  No procedures were ever developed, nor was there ever any 
request to do so.   One might wonder how libraries can be held responsible for knowing for 
certain that it was the desire to circumvent desegregation of public schools that inspired 
the formation of a racist institution.  One might wonder how public libraries could refuse to 
provide services to some institutions that they would provide freely to others.    

A search of Council minutes reveals only one instance that a motion to censure has 
introduced, and the motion was withdrawn before it was voted on.  (in June 1992 a motion to 
censure the Executive Board for its actions with regard to the dismissal of the Executive 
Director was introduced.  The movers indicated that their purpose was to provide an 
opportunity to express dismay not with the action per se, but with how it was handled.  With 
permission of Council, the motion was withdrawn).  There have been other instances when 
censure has been discussed (e.g., when the State Librarian of Hawaii outsourced all 
materials selection and cataloging of state-supported libraries), but motions of explicit 
censure were not made. 

 
Censure is covered in Sturgis, p. 223, under the Discipline and Expulsion, and may be invoked 
only against members of the Association.  (Further, Article III of the Constitution and 
Bylaws also provides for the suspension of members for cause).   

 
PMC believes that the presence of 9.6 weakens the ability of the Association to react appropriately 
and in a timely manner to censure when appropriate.  Because censure is covered in Sturgis, the 
absence or 9.6 would not prevent censure.   
 
 


